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Fraser Woodbury:

A Gentle Clinic

Fraser Woodbury, which opened in June, is as quiet as a
concert hall and streaming with daylight. These are just two
of the comfort variables taken into consideration during the
construction of this state-of-the-art, sensory-friendly
environment. Fraser Woodbury offers autism and mental
health evaluations, treatment and intervention; Applied
Behavioral Analysis (ABA); day treatment; pediatric therapy;
adult mental health therapy and case management.

indoor air quality features geared toward enhancing treatment
outcomes. “This is the first autism project, worldwide,
designed based on building performance standards focused
on the hypersensitivity of people on the spectrum,” says Steve
Orfield, president of Orfield Labs, a special advisor on the
project. Orfield Labs is an industry leader in researching the
impact of acoustics, lighting, daylighting, thermal comfort,
and interior design on building users.

Unique to Fraser, families can receive multiple
complementary services in one building, which research
shows dramatically improves treatment outcomes. This
model allows children to spend more time in direct treatment
and decreases medical and travel costs for families.

Among other comfort features, the clinic has continuously
dimmable lighting with essentially no glare and heating/
cooling controls in all treatment rooms, soundproofing
throughout, and a serene, light-hued color scheme free of
patterns and distracting artwork.

The 27,000-square-foot clinic—the seventh metro area site
for Fraser—was constructed using research-based design for
the daylighting, lighting, acoustics, thermal comfort and

“Hypersensitivity is one of the biggest issues with children on
the spectrum” says Orfield. “We take a human perceptual
look at everything.”
Continued on page 3 >>
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Fraser News
Wonder of Woodbury
I have often mentioned the 35/35 strategic
vision that we are committed to: our promise
that no child or family should have to travel
more than 35 minutes or 35 miles to access
Fraser and our life-changing services.
Opening our seventh clinic in Woodbury last
summer was a key part of keeping that promise.
To have a clinic in the east metro area means
that many families—in towns like Stillwater,
Diane Cross Afton, and Hudson—are closer to Fraser and
that many staff can now work in the community in which they live.
Just as importantly, Fraser Woodbury is a unique, state-of-the-art
facility designed to provide maximum comfort for children with
autism and other mental health issues, many of whom are
hypersensitive to their environments.
Working with Steve Orfield and Michael Role of Orfield Labs, we
have created a building that provides a consistent, gentle experience

for people on the spectrum. That means that each room in the
building looks and feels essentially the same, and is comfortable in
terms of acoustics, lighting, colors/textures/patterns, heat/cooling,
and indoor air quality. For example, the lighting in each treatment
room is on a dimmer, and each room has its own heating and
cooling controls. As for the building’s soundproofing, Steve Orfield
tells us it provides a “monastery level” quiet. Parents know how
important these sensory details are in providing a positive
experience for their children.
And we couldn’t have done it without you. Our sincere thanks for
supporting us as we grow and improve our services, and as we work
to keep our 35/35 promise.
Warmest regards,

Diane S. Cross, President and CEO

Openings available in Autism Day Treatment
Back in 2010, a boy with autism started
in autism day treatment at age 5,
somewhat older than the age at which
most children enroll in the 15 hour-aweek program.
He was struggling socially and had
limited communication skills, yet two
years later, and with the support of day
treatment and other Fraser services,
this boy was mainstreamed in school
and was finding success there,
navigating social relationships and
clearly expressing his wants and needs.
Autism day treatment clinical services
manager Sarah Elrashidi recently ran
into this boy, now 13, and was “amazed
to see the progress he’s made over the
years. He approached me, asked me
questions, stayed on topic, maintained
eye contact, and told me about school.
It was really exciting.”
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Success stories like these are common
among children who have gone through
Fraser autism day treatment. Now
Elrashidi wants parents to know that
the popular program has openings
at four of the seven clinics at which
it is offered, and shorter wait times
at others.
“We have a history of waiting lists,”
says Elrashidi, “and many parents fear
that is still true, but it’s not.”
Fortunately, the recent addition of
clinics in Coon Rapids and Woodbury
has meant that north and east metro
families have more convenient
locations to choose from, thus freeing
up spots in the Eden Prairie, Richfield,
Eagan and Minneapolis clinics. The
Minneapolis site alone—conveniently
located on the Green Line light rail at
University Avenue—has eight day
treatment rooms.

Autism Day Treatment, designed for
children between 2 and 5 years, is an
intensive three-hour daily program
focused on social and emotional
development. Family therapy is
required of all clients whose children
are enrolled in day treatment, says
Elrashidi. This therapy can support a
family in learning about their child’s
diagnosis, give them strategies for
helping their child, and teach them how
to support the child’s new skills in
various settings.
“Early intervention is key for these
children,” says Elrashidi. “It lays the
foundation for supporting their
development and puts them on the
right path.”
To inquire about enrolling your child in
autism day treatment, please call
612-767-7222 or fill out an on-line
form at fraser.org.

www.fraser.org
Services available
at Fraser Woodbury
Autism evaluations and treatment
Day treatment
Philip Prowse Photography
Fraser Woodbury, continued from page 1

“I call it a gentle building,” Orfield continues. “It’s easy to
approach, free of massive signage. The halls and transition
spaces are peaceful, too. A consistent environment helps
children feel settled and improves their experience.”
Fraser Woodbury is located at 721 Commerce Drive. Call
612-767-7222 to schedule an appointment.

MEET OUR
STAFF

Elise
Blahnik
Fraser
Woodbury
When Fraser
Woodbury
opened in June, Elise Blahnik cut her
commute in half. But that’s not the
only thing this veteran staffer, who
lives in Hastings, likes about the
newest Fraser clinic.
“I love the the dimming lights in all
the therapy rooms,” says the mental
health practitioner and training
coordinator. “It’s really helpful for
children who are sensitive to bright
lights. And the soundproofing in
the gym is really nice, too. There’s
not as much echoing as you often get
in gyms.”
Fraser Woodbury was designed with
the help of Orfield Labs in Minneapolis,
which specializes in all the comfort
variables—acoustics, lighting, etc.—

Mental
health evaluations

and treatment
Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA)
Pediatric therapy
Adult mental health therapy
Case management

that make up a building (see article on
page 1).
Blahnik works with children who
have autism, providing both individual
and family therapy, evaluations and
diagnostic assessments. She has a
therapy degree from St. Mary’s
University of Minnesota—Twin Cities
campus.
Before she switched to the Woodbury
clinic last summer, Blahnik spent
three years working at Fraser
Minneapolis, located near the
University of Minnesota.
Although the Minneapolis site was
large and centrally located, the new
Woodbury site provides other
advantages, says Blahnik. “The flow of
the building is really easy for both
families and staff. We have separate
outpatient and day treatment wings,
which is helpful. And the lobby isn’t
loud at all.
“We have gotten good feedback from
clients,” she continues. Families
appreciate those sensory aspects, she
says, and also say the new clinic is

easy to find, the parking is good and
the drive time is shorter for those
living in the east metro and western
Wisconsin.
Blahnik is one of about a dozen staff
members who transferred to
Woodbury from other Fraser clinics.
“I think we veterans have helped the
new staff get up to speed,” she says.
If there’s one message Blahnik would
like to convey about her new
workplace it’s that Fraser Woodbury
provides in one location many of the
important services Fraser is known
for. “We have full pediatric services,
therapy, assessment, day treatment
and Applied Behavioral Analysis too,”
she says, “as well as two adult mental
health practitioners.
“Families tell me on a weekly basis
how much Fraser has helped them
and how much support they feel in
coming every week,” says Blahnik.
“We just want to make sure people
know about all that we offer here.”

www.Fraser.org
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Events
Minneapolis and
St. Paul once again
worked to settle
their age-old
rivalry with an epic
tug of war across the
Mississippi River on
September 8 at Hidden Falls Regional
Park in St. Paul.

Home Runs
for Fraser
Walser Automotive
Group once again
donated $500 to
Fraser for each home
game in which the
St. Paul Saints scored at least five runs. We were grateful to accept a
check for $12,500 at the August 29 game (final total $14,000). Thanks
to both Walser Automotive and the St. Paul Saints. “We believe every
child deserves a brighter future,” said a Walser spokesperson.

Music for
Music
Therapy
Food trucks, a kid zone, a beer garden,
and various activities rounded out the
beautiful fall day. Thanks to WCCO-TV
and Central Roofing Company for
sponsoring this athletic contest for the
second year in a row. All of the proceeds—
$146,556 — will benefit Fraser.

Fraser lovers rocked
out at the fourth
annual Music for
Music Therapy event, held at the Richfield Bloomington Eagles Club
on July 28. The lively gathering raised more than $13,000 for the
important work our music therapy does to support Fraser children.
Special thanks to event organizer and founder Amanda Walbridge.

Fraser
Golf Classic
A sincere thanks to all
the sponsors, golfers
and volunteers who were
part of the 24th annual
FORE! Fraser Benefit
Golf Classic, presented
by Wells Fargo on July 9.
We raised more than
$55,000 for Fraser Community Living, which helps adults and
adolescents with disabilities participate in the community and reach
their highest possible level of independence. Special thanks go to
presenting sponsor Wells Fargo and golf course donators Tom and
Peggy Smith of Brackett’s Crossing Country Club in Lakeville.
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Events
Thanks to
our sponsors

ENTERTAINMENT SPONSOR

James A. Levine Trust
DESSERT SPONSOR

Wells Fargo

FUND-A-NEED SPONSOR

Anonymous

SILENT AUCTION SPONSOR

Geritom Medical

CELEBRITY SPONSOR

Duane and Lynda
Jergenson Family
Foundation

2018 Annual Fraser Benefit
Join us for an elegant evening at the Fraser Annual Benefit, presented by
U.S. Bank.

SPARKLING BUBBLES SPONSOR

Boulay

DIAMOND SPONSORS

Support Fraser services while having Continental-style fun at our Venetian
masquerade ball. Sit down to a delicious Italian meal and enjoy music from the
Paul Peterson Orchestra, with a special appearance by soprano Maria Jette. Be
the belle (or beau) of the ball as you wear an elegant mask or fashionable wear
designed to conceal your identity.

Atomic Data
Emerson
Mairs & Power
POPP Communications

The evening starts with a cocktail reception featuring artful antipasti—just the
first part of an elegant multi-course dining experience. Stroll through the silent
auction with its weekend getaways, theater tickets, handcrafted items and
more, then dance the night away with our own DJ Crozzworkz (Tyler Thoresen)
and tunes by GenerationNOW.

Forest Lake Auto Group
George Holden
Pope Architects

Saturday, October 27
5 p.m., Hilton Minneapolis
Individual tickets: $200
Table sponsor: $2,500 and up
(10 tickets, parking included)
RSVP at fraser.org/benefit

PLATINUM SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

Rick and Connie Ferris
Optum
RBC Wealth Management
EVENT PARTNERS

Auction Harmony
Do Good Events
Fladeboe Auctions
Hilton Minneapolis
Peterson Music and
Events
www.Fraser.org
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Giving Matters

The Power of
Workplace Giving

V

ickie Staudt had worked at 3M for 15 years before she
learned an important fact about the company’s
workplace giving: Employees can designate a charity
to direct their contributions toward.
And with that information, the longtime 3Mer’s workplace
giving took on new meaning for her. Why? Because the
youngest of Vickie’s three children, Joanne (now 18), has
nonverbal autism and as a preschooler she received
important services through Fraser.

How to give at work
On your company’s designated
> giving
form, write in Fraser and
our address (2400 W. 64th St.,
Richfield, MN 55423) in the
“Restrict my Gift” section.

Contact your employer to submit
> your
donation online.
Don’t forget to ask if your
> employer
matches donations—
many do!

For more information, go to fraser.
org/donate or contact Allison Larson
at allison.larson@fraser.org;
612-253-1138.

Diagnosed at age 3—when her pediatrician told Vickie, “The
place to go is Fraser!”—Joanne learned to use Picture
Exchange Communication at
I can see the needs
Fraser. Her behavioral issues
that are out there,
improved as her ability to
and I feel it’s
communicate did, says her
mom, and also because the
important that I be
whole family learned about
able to give back.
the importance of transitions
and a consistent and purposeful daily routine. “I think they
taught us as much or more than they taught her,” laughs
Vickie.
In the past few years, Vickie has been active in a 3M employee
resource organization called the Autism and Mental Health
Group. Her involvement with that group has only confirmed to
her the key role played by Fraser. “I can see the needs that
are out there, and I feel it’s important that I be able to give
back,” says Vickie.
“Now I tell my friends and coworkers, if you want to give to a
good organization, designate Fraser for your workplace
giving. That way you know your contributions are going to a
worthy cause.”
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Especially for Parents

Helping
Joey
Succeed
By Mary Yapp, as told to Lynette Lamb

W

hen Joey was a toddler we started
noticing something was different about
him. He was a late walker and talker,
and only had two words for a long time.
And he would fly off into rages, but there was no rhyme
or reason for them. He was also an extremely picky
eater, and very particular about his toys. He would line
up his cars and get very upset if anyone moved them.
Our pediatrician saw our struggles and referred us
to Fraser. As soon as he got to Fraser, they diagnosed
him with autism. It was a shock, but at least we had a
road map.
Joey started in day treatment in Minneapolis at age 4,
and stayed there for 18 months. At first it was a huge
struggle. We live in Woodbury. My husband would spend
his lunch hour driving from the U of M back to
Woodbury to pick up Joey, and then to treatment in
Minneapolis. A few hours later he would pick him up
and drive him home. Fortunately, we soon got
transportation help.
Joey got physical and occupational therapy in
Minneapolis and took group skills in Bloomington and

From left: Rick, Joey, Kate, and Mary Yapp

Eagan, but it was such a relief when the Woodbury
clinic opened last summer. Now he takes individual
skills at the new Fraser Woodbury clinic, just four miles
from his school.
In individual skills, Joey discusses with therapists
situations he might face at school or with neighbors,
such as taking turns and learning to read another
person’s emotions.
Everyone at Fraser—from the receptionists to the
therapists—has been great at making Joey feel welcome.
The parent support group was important to us too—to
be able to talk through the challenges of raising a child
with autism with other parents who get it.
Joey is now 10 and in fifth grade. His temper is much
better and he has fewer sensory issues. He is in Cub
Scouts and was the top popcorn seller from our pack
last year. He even started an animation and gaming
group. We are stunned by his success.
Fraser has made all the difference in the world to our
family. Our family would not be what it is today without
all the support and guidance Fraser has given us. I can’t
say thank you enough.
www.Fraser.org
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Find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/FraserMN
Follow us on Twitter
@FraserMinnesota

Help Fraser be green. If you are
receiving multiple newsletters at
your address, please contact us so
we can update our records.

Pulling Together raised over $146,000 for Fraser!

